2011 SECOND HAND BOOK SALE

YEAR 9

2011 Year 9s to sell / 2012 Year 9s to buy

COMPULSORY SUBJECTS

ENGLISH
Untamed Fire - Poetry for Secondary Students (Retain from 2011) Sadler et al

GEOGRAPHY
Atlas Heinemann Student Book (Bk /DVD) (5th Edn) (Retain from 2011) Heinemann
Keys to Geography - Essential Skills & Tools (Bk /CD) (2nd Edn) (Retain from 2011) AGTA

MATHEMATICS (Choose only ONE Maths course)
Mathematics for Year 9 - Text + CD (6th Edn) (Books accepted for sale with or without the CD) Haese

MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS (Choose only ONE Maths course)
Core Skills Mathematics 9 - Text + CD (Books accepted for sale with or without the CD) Kappell

RELIGION
Skills in Religious Studies Book 2 (2nd Edn) (Retain from 2011) Mercer

OPTION SUBJECTS

CHINESE
Chinese Made Easy Book 2 Text + CD (2nd Edn) (Ma & Li)

FRENCH
Tapis Volant 2 - Student Textbook (2nd Edn) (Chamberlain / Zemiro)
Tapis Volant 1 – Student Textbook (2nd Edn) (Retain from 2011) Chamberlain / Zemiro
GERMAN
Dictionary - Collins German + Grammar (6th Edn)  
Collins

Katzensprung 2 - Textbook + CD pack  
Rogan et al

INDONESIAN
Dictionary – Indonesian Oxford Study (2nd Edn.)  
(Retain from 2011)  
Sahanaya

Bagus Sekali 2 - Student Text  
Newnham et al

SPANISH
Gente Joven 1 – Text / CD (Spanish Edn)  
(Retain from 2011)  
Alonso et al

Gente Joven 2 – Text / CD (Spanish Edn)  
Alonso et al